Academic Price List

SPEAKING & LISTENING PROFICIENCY TESTS

- **Certified ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI)***..........................$134
  The Certified Oral Proficiency Interview is administered telephonically by an ACTFL certified tester, double rated, and digitally recorded. Ratings are available within two weeks.

- **ACTFL Advanced Level Check- Speaking (AL Check- Speaking)***........$85
  The ACTFL AL Check is a truncated version of a full OPI that is administered telephonically by an ACTFL certified tester to determine if the candidate has at least an Advanced Low level of proficiency. The digitally recorded interview is rated by the tester and a rating of “Q” or “NQ” is communicated within five business days.

- **Certified ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview by Computer (OPlc)**
  - OPlc to Superior..........................................................$65
  - OPlc to Advanced..........................................................$55
  - K12 OPlc (Novice or Intermediate)..................................$20
  The Certified OPlc is a test of speaking proficiency delivered by computer or telephone and rated by two ACTFL certified raters. The OPlc to Superior tests from Novice Low through Superior. The OPlc to Advanced tests from Novice Low through Advanced Low. Ratings are available within one week.
  The K-12 OPlc is a version of the OPlc specifically developed to assess interpersonal speaking proficiency for elementary through high school students. Delivered via the internet, the K-12 OPlc uses age-appropriate prompts, simplified instructions and a helpful avatar, who guides students through the assessment. It is available in two formats, *K-12 OPlc Novice*, rated from Novice Low to Intermediate Low, and *K-12 OPlc Intermediate*, rated from Novice Mid to Intermediate High. Certified ACTFL K-12 OPlcs are double rated and ratings are available within two weeks.

- **Listening Test for Professionals**.............................................$25
  The Listening Test for Professionals is an internet delivered listening test consisting of listening passages and multiple choice questions in the target language. The test is computer scored.

*No Show Fee (Cancellations are accepted up to 2 hours prior to test time) - $55

WRITING & READING PROFICIENCY TESTS

- **Certified ACTFL Writing Proficiency Test (WPT)**..........................$65
  The Certificate WPT test is available via internet or in booklet form and is rated by two ACTFL certified raters. Ratings are available within two weeks.

- **ACTFL Advanced Level Check (AL Check) – Writing**......................$45
  The AL Check is a truncated version of a full WPT that is available via internet or in booklet form to determine if the candidate has at least an Advanced Low level of writing proficiency. A completed AL Check-Writing is rated by an ACTFL certified rater, and a rating of “Q” or “NQ” is communicated to the client within five business days.

- **Reading Test for Professionals**.................................................$25
  The Reading Test for Professionals is an internet delivered reading test consisting of texts and multiple choice questions in the target language. The test is computer scored.